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MAKING THE “NEAREST POSSIBLE”
WORK FOR ALL
by Tim Little

6th Century Rome, the famous Courts of Justinian had a problem.
InIAn rich
bequest had been left to fund a series of celebratory games in

perpetuity. The problem? The designated games were now illegal – so
what to do with this pot of money that was in the public domain? The
heirs and chief men of the town were summoned to discuss how the
money could be used for similar yet legal celebrations that honored
the original bequest. This solution was passed on through medieval
French and British legal doctrine, ultimately becoming a cornerstone of
American jurisprudence. It is the doctrine of cy pres – French slang for
“nearest possible.”

It is the doctrine of cy pres –
French slang for “nearest possible.”
An early application of cy pres in the United States was after the
Civil War, when a Massachusetts court determined that a trust
originally established to change public opinion about slavery could be
repurposed to directly support former slaves in the Boston area. As a
funder committed to social justice, I’m encouraged to see that helping
disadvantaged communities is so deeply rooted in U.S. cy pres doctrine.
This concept – maximizing the impact of a designated pool of money by
allowing it to achieve its “nearest possible” solution – has made cy pres a
crucial part of class action settlements. It’s usually not possible to reach
every single person in a national class of millions of people. There is often
a remainder of money that somehow needs to be applied to benefit the
entire class and that’s where Rose Foundation comes in.
Over the past 12 years, we’ve received approximately $9 million in
cy pres awards. Although some relate to environmental health issues like
product ingredients, most involve personal privacy, software claims or
consumer education. Why do these cy pres come to Rose? Because we
apply the experience we developed in handling over 300 environmental
restitution settlements, and use the cy pres dollars to provide a public,

competitive, and transparent grantmaking process. As a result of this
experience we have a “reputation for transparency and a no-nonsense
approach to the competition for funds” as recognized by California
Lawyer in 2011.

Cy Pres in Action at Rose Foundation

Here’s how it works with our newest cy pres fund, the Consumer
Financial Education Fund. In 2009, attorneys involved in a huge class
action lawsuit contacted Rose Foundation and asked us for a proposal
to set up a new grantmaking fund supporting consumer financial
continued on next page

Consumer Financial Education
Fund Grantee Showcase
RISE (Responsibility, Initiative, Solutions,
Empowerment) Foundation
Rose Foundation funding supports the Common Cents program at RISE,
a Memphis, TN-based non-profit seeking to improve community vitality
by providing financial literacy tools and incentives to help families build
assets and make better financial choices. Common Cents is a workplacebased financial education program, and offers Memphis-area employers
the opportunity to give hourly workers
the gift of financial literacy,
and, in doing so, increase
productivity, decrease
absenteeism, and create
greater workforce
productivity. The
curriculum features
topics such as
banking, budgeting
and spending
strategies, and debt
management.
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continued from front page
literacy. The lawsuit was brought
in response to allegations that
Bank of America had collected
excessive bank overdraft fees
from its debit card customers.
Bank of America denied
the claims, and ultimately a
settlement was reached, repaying
millions of Bank of America
customers up to $78 each.
It was 2012 by the
time the settlement
received final
approval by the
courts and the
laborious process
of reaching millions
of former Bank of
America customers to
award their $78 “coupon” was
complete. That’s when we received
our portion of the cy pres – $4.2
million, the largest award ever
entrusted to Rose Foundation. It
was now our responsibility to grant
these monies to small non-profit
groups teaching financial survival
skills to low-income people in
disadvantaged communities.
To guide our grant strategy, we
assembled a Funding Board of
consumer finance specialists –
including experts in consumer

Memphis employees learn to
improve their financial know-how
at a “Common Cents” workshop
hosted by Consumer Financial
Education Fund grantee RISE.

education and
payday lending,
retirement
planning and debt
allocation, and
an educator who
taught financial services
internationally for the
World Bank and to disadvantaged
students in Alameda County. We
notified hundreds of consumer
education and financial services
nonprofits nationwide about the
opening round of the Consumer
Financial Education Fund. We
received more than 100 inquiries
from 34 different states seeking
over $6 million – far more than the
total amount we had for the grants.
After tough deliberations, we
ultimately narrowed the 100
inquiries to 14 grants awarded,

totaling $1 million in this first
round. We are proud of our
grantees, who are teaching
community members how to
create a family budget, avoid
predatory lenders and distinguish
between different banks’ services.
These grantees are now reporting
back and we’re integrating our
grantees’ hard-won lessons into
our grantmaking strategy going
forward. Learning from our
grantees’ innovative approaches
will make Rose Foundation a
better funder.
To learn more about the
Consumer Financial Education
Fund, go to rosefdn.org/
financialed. To add your name and
organization to the RFP notice
list, go to rosefdn.org/rfp

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2013
INCOME $8,336,534

EXPENSES $5,312,273

Restitution Funds 61%

Environmental Grants 53%

Grants Received 30%

Fiscal Sponsorship Grants 16%

Donations 6%

Grassroots Fund 6%

Return on Investment 2%

Program Expenses 5%

Other 1%

Admin & Fundraising 7%
New Voices Are Rising 4%
Donor Advised Grants 9%
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GET TO KNOW OUR
GRANTMAKING FUNDS!
Over the past 20 years, Rose Foundation has awarded more than
$25 million in grants to community groups through our various
grantmaking funds, each possessing distinct eligibility criteria
and requirements. It can seem a little complicated, so in this
new segment of our newsletter, “Get to Know Our Grantmaking
Funds!”, we will highlight some of the specific grantmaking funds
we administer and how they award grants that support our
communities and the environment.

Spotlight on

CALIFORNIA
WILDLANDS
GRASSROOTS FUND

California is blessed with
tremendous natural beauty,
biological diversity, and
economic opportunity. Yet, our
remaining wildlands heritage
is in constant jeopardy from
poorly managed growth and
development. Californians have
long recognized the importance
of preserving our spectacular
and precious wildlands, and the
California Wildlands Grassroots
Fund (Cal Wildlands) was
established more than a decade
ago to support the heroic efforts
of activists to preserve these
places.
Cal Wildlands is most interested
in “place based” funding to
support the protection or
restoration of specific habitats
and ecosystems, and defines
“wildlands” as natural habitats,
privately or publicly owned, that
are, or could be, permanently
preserved.
Specifically, the Fund focuses on
small nonprofit organizations
with annual expenses or revenues
of $100,000 or less dedicated
to conserving California’s
natural landscapes, ecosystems,
plants, and wildlife. The Fund
continued on page 7

NOW ACCEPTING
ANTHONY GRASSROOTS
ENVIRONMENTAL PRIZE
NOMINATIONS
Do you know a local grassroots
hero making a difference in your
community? Nominations are
now open for the Anthony Prize,
a $1,000 cash award recognizing
outstanding achievement in the

Please go to rosefdn.org/
anthonyprize for more
information on eligibility and
how to submit your nomination.

Featured Cal
Wildlands Grantee:
Mountain Meadows
Conservancy
Formed in 2001 by Lassen
County citizens concerned
about the future of the
Mountain Meadows Basin,
the Conservancy works
to conserve and enhance
the natural beauty and
environmental health of
their watershed; protect
its significant Mountain
Maidu cultural sites;
and provide recreation
and public access for
generations to come. Cal
Wildlands has supported
the Conservancy with
5 grants, most recently
in 2013, both to stop
irresponsible development
on Dyer Mountain and to
build a coalition of diverse
community stakeholders,
including private
landowners, willing to work
together to protect the
upper watershed of the
Hamilton Branch of the
North Fork Feather River.

field of grassroots environmental
activism during the previous year.
Individuals or small organizations
are eligible for nomination.

Linda Schneider, founder of the
Richmond-based group (pictured
center) Self-Sustaining Communities,
growing systemic change in lowincome East Bay neighborhoods - one
fruit tree, vegetable, and chicken at a
time, won the Anthony Prize in 2011.

Nominations are due by April 10 and the winner will be announced on
Earth Day, April 22, 2014.

Donor Spotlight

JULIETTE
ANTHONY
Juliette Anthony (center) with 2009
Prize-winner Community ORV Watch
founder, Phillip Klasky (right) and Rose
Foundation Executive Director and
Founder, Tim Little (left)

Can you define the
moment when and why
you became a grassroots
environmental activist?

In 1980, I was swimming in Santa
Monica Bay, and right after I got
sick. Because I was raised in a family of environmentalists, I knew I had
to take some action. I returned and spoke to a lifeguard about what I
should do and he suggested I talk to Heal the Bay. They had a whole
campaign dealing with the storm drains that were dumping pollution
directly into the bay. I got in touch with the group and became their
first grant writer, and the rest was history.

Why did you create the Anthony Grassroots
Environmental Prize?

Tim and I were talking about how we could support people to fight
for the environment and feel encouraged to continue in their work.
We came up with the Prize as way to reward people who are fearlessly
taking on these big challenges and to help inspire others who might see
them as examples.
continued on page 7
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An event hosted by and to benefit

ROSE FOUNDATION

i
This year’s theme is emPOWERment
and it couldn’t be more fitting for our
mission of inspiring activism!

Friday April 18, 2014
Oakland Asian Cultural Center
388 Ninth St., Suite 290, Oakland, CA 94607

BUY TICKETS ONLINE: www.rosefdn.org/filmfest
$10 General Admission | $5 Student Entry
BEST
DEAL!

$35 EmPOWERment Package All ticket options include
(includes entry, 1 food ticket, 1 drink ticket,
1 steel pint cup, reserved seating)

entry into the entire event
including workshop, happy
hour, and films.

SCHEDULE

3:30 PM

5:00 PM

ACTIVIST WORKSHOP HAPPY HOUR & ENVIRONMENTAL FAIR
Sponsored by New Resource Bank
& TRAINING

Sponsored by One PacificCoast Bank

Storytelling for Nonprofits:
Harnessing the Power of Video to Promote Your Stories
This workshop explores the unique power of stories, both video
and in print, to move and inspire an audience. Cara Jones, a former
Emmy Award winning broadcast journalist, will explain best practices
for storytelling that can
“People will forget what you demonstrate the power of
your work to attract funders
tell them, but never forget
and volunteers.

how you make them feel.”

Featuring Sierra Nevada beer, wine, and delicious food for sale;
an enticing silent auction selection; opportunity drawings for
valuable prizes from Patagonia, Klean Kanteen and more; and an
environmental fair featuring interactive exhibits from local green
businesses and our grantees.
Are you a grantee interested in tabling?
Contact Marion Gee at mgee@rosefdn.org.

6:30 PM

FILMS START

Go to rosefdn.org/filmfest for the full schedule.

Interested
in
becoming
a
Sponsor o
r donating
a silent au
ction item
?
Learn
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more at
rosefdn.o
rg/filmfest
or email m
gee@rose
fdn.org
or call 51
0-658-070
2
ext. 304

FEATURED FILMS
Backyard

Sponsored by Earthjustice

We are excited to announce that
renowned educator and artist
John (Jack) Muir Laws will be our
Master of Ceremonies and will also
be selling and signing his popular
guidebooks, including The Laws
Guide to the Sierra Nevada and
The Laws Pocket Guide Set to
the San Francisco Bay Area. Jack
has dedicated his life to sharing
his passion for the natural world
with others. He is a trained wildlife
biologist and Research Associate of
the California Academy of Sciences.

Backyard tells the stories of five
people in four states, all with
very different backgrounds, but
all at odds with the natural gas
extraction occurring around
them. Despite their differences,
unnerving similarities emerge
from their experiences with the
massive unseen entity that is “the
industry.”

SPONSORS
Visionary & Title Sponsor

Catalyst Sponsor

Organizer Sponsors

As You Sow Foundation
Green Retirement
One PacificCoast Bank
Cindy Tsai-Schultz & Aiko Pandorf
Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger LLP
The San Francisco Foundation
The Henry Levy Group (CPA Firm)

Supporter Sponsors
Leader Sponsors
New Resource Bank
Harrington Investments Inc

California Waste Solutions
Center for Environmental Health
Consumer Action
Cynthia Rowland
Ellwood Commercial Real Estate
George Holland Law Office
Jan Breidenbach & Dan Stormer
Kevin Hendrick & Jill Dovre
Misao Kusuda & Dave Michelfelder
Nancy Berlin & Paul Tepper
Rainbow Grocery
Tim Little & Jill Ratner

Harvest of Shadows

The Last Ice Merchant

California has the nation’s richest
agricultural regions and an estimated 450,000 undocumented
farm laborers currently work in
the state. This short highlights the
Central Valley’s farm fields and
small towns, sharing interviews
that shed light on the lives of
these communities of people.

For over 50 years Baltazar Ushca
has harvested the glacial ice of
Ecuador’s Mount Chimborazo.
His brothers, both raised as ice
merchants, have long since retired from the mountain. This is a
story of cultural change and how
three brothers have adapted.

Sustaining Partners

Cara Jones, Storytellers for Good
Carrie Richards Photography
Kesler Communications
Oakland Magazine

Featured Silent
Auction Item
1-Week Stay in Paradise by
Yellowstone National Park
Use this
5-bedroom, 3.5
bath cabin with
breathtaking views
of the Yellowstone
River and Gallatin
mountains as a base
to enjoy fly-fishing,
whitewater rafting,
horseback riding,
hiking and day trips
to the world’s first
national park.
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New Voices Are Rising Partner Profile:

AMERICAN STEEL
STUDIOS

American Steel Studios, a collection of art studios and small businesses in the revitalized
American Steel Warehouse in West Oakland, has been a close partner of New Voices Are
Rising since July 2013. Sculptor Karen Cusolito, founder of American Steel Studios, is
committed to reducing the building’s environmental footprint AND ensuring that American
Steel Studios has a positive effect on the neighborhood. Here Anne Olivia Eldred (pictured
right), Outreach Director at American Steel Studios and New Voices Extern Supervisor,
answers our questions about working with New Voices students and their community.

How did New Voices students support your rain garden project?
The idea for the rain garden was born of a collaboration of New Voices
student externs and our other summer interns. Building off the wishes of
our founder, Karen Cusolito, to have a giant greenway wrap the building,
the students decided to build a garden entrance to our 6-acre building.
They created a design to allow rainwater to re-enter the groundwater
system, and, using planting beds made from salvaged materials, put in
drought-resistant plants to enhance the pollinator corridor and provide
year-round beauty and habitat.

“New Voices students pass
by their own work on the
way to and from school.
Communities are stronger
when they feel personal,
connected, and relevant.”

The benefit to our population
here is extraordinary. The green
space transformed the entire
demeanor of our industrial
building. Our work has been
acknowledged and embraced
by the West Oakland Greening
Initiative, which is working to
plant trees in the area, turning into an incredibly beneficial network of
people and resources for us to tap. Students from nearby schools now
request to walk past the building on their way to school because it is
prettier than the alternatives. The addition of the education signs the
New Voices students are preparing is a response to these younger kids
looking for more ways to engage with the garden.

What motivates you and American Steel Studios to host our
New Voices student externs?
First and foremost, we love our community. We want to open our doors
to anyone who wants to learn, contribute, participate, and grow. This
helps us learn and grow too!

We want the architecture that we move through every day to be a
reflection of the people who live and build here. Too often, young people
move through the world and see nothing that represents their identity; it
is alienating and cold. By actively building in public spaces, our students
create their own landscapes. New Voices students pass by their own work
on the way to and from school. Communities are stronger when they feel
personal, connected, and relevant.

“New Voices students are asked to create real projects.
They are not doing busy work or things we don’t have
time to do or don’t want to do.”
How did the students benefit from working with you?

There are so many ways we have watched them grow in the last few
months. They have learned about everything from rainwater catchment
to plant propagation to community engagement and organizing, and
discovered practical uses for things like math and science. They have to
speak to people everyday and here, they are greeted with respect and
gratitude. Their work is genuinely appreciated, neighbors honk and pull
over to say thank you when they are outside working. Tenants come up
and thank them for their work.
In a day and age when many youth feel disconnected and misunderstood,
even shunned by their community, these kids are being recognized as
leaders whose hard, consistent work is making the neighborhood better.
In addition, as the youth start getting recognized in the building, they
start feeling like part of a greater community. That connection is more
than a feeling. It’s networking. Youth have opportunities for employment
and ongoing training.

What do you think is valuable about New Voices Are Rising?

New Voices is unique in its approach. It combines environmental
education, real world preparedness, critical thinking, the art of self and
community advocacy, public speaking, with guidance and encouragement
from a consistent adult. It provides training in a real work environment.
This helps build rapport with adults in different positions of authority
with whom they have to communicate regularly. New Voices students
are asked to create real projects. They are not doing busy work or things
we don’t have time to do or don’t want to do. They create a project
and a timeline and are responsible for that project. They are held to
professional standards when it comes to their tools and maintaining a
positive and safe work environment.

CalEPA Tours
New Voices Are Rising
Work in West Oakland
In January, New Voices Are
Rising staff and students
were honored to
host a visit from
Assistant Secretary
for Environmental
Justice and Tribal
Affairs, Arsenio
Mataka, and
his colleague
Garrett Toy, from
the California
Environmental
Protection Agency
(CalEPA), a supporter
of New Voices through the
Environmental Justice Small Grants program.
New Voices students led
Arsenio and Garrett
on a tour of American
Steel Studios, showing
the results of months
of student efforts to
reshape the enormous
warehouse building and
surrounding area into
a more climate resilient
and sustainable facility.
The tour culminated in
a mapping exercise with Arsenio, Garrett, and New Voices
students finding that low-income communities of color
in Oakland still face unfair pollution burdens with tragic
impacts on health and economic vitality.
The students were inspired by Cal EPA’s support
of environmental justice, and encouraged by the
appreciation and validation that Arsenio and Garrett
showed for their work.
New Voices students working on the drought-tolerant garden they
helped design at American Steel Studios

“Cal Wildlands” continued from page 3
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is especially interested in geographic areas and advocacy efforts that have
not received significant foundation support. To this end, Cal Wildlands
supports clean up and restoration programs, public participation in landuse planning processes at the local and state level, litigation to challenge
irresponsible development or government decisions, policy advocacy, and
public education. The Fund does not support film or video production, but
will review advocacy and education projects that use films and video.
The Fund prefers to support specific projects with grants that are $5,000
and under. Most Cal Wildlands grantees’ annual expenses are less than
$50,000. The Fund will also support individual activists whose work meets its
guidelines and who are working with a sponsoring organization. The Fund
makes about $100,000 in grants annually, and hosts an annual convening
for its grantees in partnership with the Northern California Environmental
Grassroots Fund.
Cal Wildlands makes grants quarterly and the next application deadline
is May 22, 2014. For more information or to apply, please visit
www.calwildlandsfund.org or give Rose Foundation Program Officer
Karla James a call at (510) 658-0702 ext. 302.

“Juliette Anthony” continued from page 3
Why did you house the Prize at Rose Foundation?

I have known Tim and Jill a long time — in fact I met Tim at Heal the Bay
in 1989 and taught him his first lessons about grantwriting! I really respect
Tim and Jill’s work with grassroots groups. When I created the Prize, I
knew Rose Foundation was the perfect place to house the fund and make
sure truly grassroots activists would be supported.

What inspires you most about the recipients and their work?

Their courage. Our prizewinners,
“I encourage you to think
particularly those fighting for clean
of who is undertaking
water in the Central Valley, are
inspiring environmental
courageously taking on daunting
challenges. I encourage you to take
change in your community
a moment and think of who is
and nominate them today!”
undertaking inspiring environmental
change in your community and nominate them today!

About Juliette Anthony

Juliette Anthony has devoted her life to protecting natural habitats and
promoting renewable energy. She is recognized for helping to prohibit a
development in the Santa Monica Mountains, which successfully resulted in
the acquisition of the Ahmanson Ranch in 2005, and the Soka University
property (former Gillette Ranch) in 2005 for permanent dedicated open space.
Joining other activists, Ms. Anthony helped spearhead the effort to ban the
use of the cancer-causing gasoline additive, MTBE. Juliette has also served a
leadership and activist capacity for many environmental groups, including
Heal the Bay, and Communities for a Better Environment, and currently
serves on Rose Foundation’s Advisory Board. Prior to devoting her life to
activism full-time, Ms. Anthony was a Research Librarian at Harvard College
Library, the New York Public Library, the University of Virginia Library, and
UCLA Theatre Arts Library. She established the Anthony Prize in 2000.

1970 Broadway, Suite 600
Oakland, CA 94612-22018
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Rose Foundation for Communities and the Environment supports
grassroots initiatives that inspire community action to protect the
environment, public health and consumers.

Become a Friend of
the Rose Foundation
Take action for your
community’s environment,
health and vitality:
Like us
Follow us
@RoseFoundation
Join our email
newsletter email
rose@rosefdn.org
with Subject: Join E-News

donate at

rosefdn.org/donate

ON THE COVER: Our Grassroots
Fund & Cal Wildlands Fund
Grantees celebrate at another fun
and educational Annual Grassroots
Convening focused on communications
last October in Sacramento.

Only two weeks away!

i You’re invited to a benefit for

Rose Foundation for
Communities and Environment
Friday April 18, 2014

Oakland Asian Cultural Center
Tickets are only $10 and going fast!
Buy online at www.rosefdn.org/filmfest
Tickets available at the door depending on availability.

See inside for more details…

